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The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law: Constitutional Law presents an accessible introduction to the

enduring topics of American constitutional law, including judicial review, methods of interpretation,

federalism, separation of powers, equal protection, and individual liberties.  One of the most

important functions performed by the American Constitution and the more than two centuries' worth

of cases interpreting it is the allocation of decision-making. Professor Dorf and Professor Morrison

frame many of these constitutional debates with this question of authority. When should courts rule

that the Constitution takes some issue outside of the domain of ordinary politics? Should courts

referee disputes between the branches of the federal government? Should they referee disputes

between the states and the national government? Using what standards?  This introduction to

American constitutional law critically examines the work of the Supreme Court of the United States,

which has resolved thousands of constitutional controversies based on the shortest national

constitution on the planet. The authors also look beyond the Supreme Court, exploring the

arguments for and against judicial review and various versions of popular constitutionalism.
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"This is a sophisticated introduction to constitutional law and a rich blend of discussion of Supreme

Court decisions and theories that drive constitutional debates. Analysis of cases illustrates theories

of constitutional justice, and probing consideration of leading theories illuminates the deeper stakes

of disputes and judicial rulings." -- Richard Fallon, Ralph S. Tyler, Jr. Professor of Constitutional



Law, Harvard Law School "It is hard to imagine a better primer on constitutional law. Perfect for law

students, it is also invaluable to an audience seeking an accessible and provocative window into the

mysteries of American Constitutional law. Rich in its comparisons with other judicial systems, lucid

in its framing of the issues, it is simply tops in its genre," -- Barry Friedman, Jacob D. Fuchsberg

Professor of Law, New York University Law School of Law

Michael C. Dorf is the Robert S. Stevens Professor of Law at Cornell University Law School. A

graduate of Harvard College and Harvard Law School, Professor Dorf served as law clerk to Justice

Anthony M. Kennedy of the Supreme Court of the United States and to Judge Stephen Reinhardt of

the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. He has written over fifty law review articles

and several books on constitutional law and related subjects. In addition, he writes a bi-weekly

column for FindLaw's Writ and is founder and editor of DorfonLaw.org. Professor Dorf serves on the

editorial boards of Legal Theory and Political Science Quarterly. Trevor W. Morrison is Professor of

Law at Columbia Law School. He teaches and writes in the areas of constitutional law, federal

courts, and national security law. Professor Morrison was on leave from Columbia in 2009 while

serving in the White House as Associate Counsel to the President. Earlier in his career he was a

law clerk to Judge Betty B. Fletcher of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and to Justice

Ruth Bader Ginsburg of the Supreme Court of the United States. He also served for two years in the

U.S. Department of Justice, first in the Office of the Solicitor General and then in the Office of Legal

Counsel. And he spent a year in private practice as an associate at Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering (now

WilmerHale) in Washington, D.C. Professor Morrison received a B.A. in history from the University

of British Columbia and a J.D. from Columbia Law School. He is a member of the American Law

Institute.

Very informative.I'm not a law student. Just a plane college grad. The reading level is accessible to

anyone and explains what judges must follow when deciding constitutional cases.

Dorf offers a pragmatic view of constitutional jurisprudence that airs both sides of contentious

issues, and the topics are helpfully organized to build on one another. I'd definitely recommend the

book, especially as a supplement to anyone in Dorf's Constitutional Law class, as it covers the

same topics as that class in the same order.

Dorf is brilliant. Is he teaching at a law school?



This was a present to my grandson who is studying law at uni he is very pleased with it thank you

Good summary.

Thanks!
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